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We advocate an idea that some mysterious explosions, the so-called sky-quakes, which have been
known for centuries could be a manifestation of the dark matter Axion Quark Nuggets (AQN) when
they propagate in the Earth’s atmosphere. We specifically study the event which occurred on July
31-st 2008 and was properly recorded by the dedicated Elginfield Infrasound Array (ELFO) near
London, Ontario, Canada. The infrasound detection was accompanied by non-observation of any
meteors by an all-sky camera network. Our interpretation is based on the AQN dark matter model
which was originally invented with a completely different purpose—to explain the similarity of the
dark and visible cosmological matter densities Ωdark ∼ Ωvisible. Our estimates for the infrasonic
frequency ν ' 5 Hz and overpressure δp ∼ 0.3 Pa are consistent with the ELFO record. We propose
a detection strategy for a systematic study to search for such explosions originating from AQNs by
using Distributed Acoustic Sensing and briefly mention other possible detection methods. Specific
signals from AQN tracks may also be detected by an existing network of seismic stations.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In this work we discuss two naively unrelated stories.
The first one is the study of a specific dark matter model,
the so-called axion quark nugget (AQN) dark matter
model [1], see short overview of this model below. The
second part of the story deals with a numerous obser-
vational evidence of some mysterious explosions (mani-
fested in form of the sound and the infrasound) the na-
ture of which remain to be unknown in spite of the very
long history of observations, exceeding 200 years. In this
work we present the arguments suggesting that these two
naively unrelated things may in fact be intimately linked.
In other words, we shall argue that the so-called sky-
quakes could be the manifestation of the dark matter
AQNs when they enter the Earth’s atmosphere.
We start with a short overview of the so-called sky-
quakes [2], which are unexplained events with reports of
a phenomenon that sounds like a cannon or a sonic boom
coming from the sky, see e.g. a short description in a TV
interview by a meteorologist [3]. The main message of
this short interview is that it could not be due to any
seismic events or any meteor type events which are rou-
tinely recorded around the globe. These events also could
not be identified with any human activities which are also
recorded. One should also add that similar events have
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been recorded for more than two hundred years in differ-
ent countries with very different environmental features.
These events can not be explained by any military air-
crafts as the records on sky-quakes appeared long before
the supersonic flights started.
It is quite obvious that it is next to impossible to ex-
tract any useful quantitative information from numer-
ous but random and not systematic records presented
in the previous paragraph. Fortunately, one of such
events which occurred on July 31-st 2008 has been prop-
erly recorded by dedicated Elginfield Infrasound Array
(ELFO) near London, Ontario, Canada [4]. The infra-
sound detection has been accompanied by non- observa-
tion of any meteors by all-sky camera network. There-
fore, these observations ruled out a conventional meteor
source. Any human sources such as possible operations
at the nearby Bruce Nuclear Power Plant as well as
Goderich salt mine logs eliminated it as a possible source.
The impulses were also observed seismically as ground
coupled acoustic waves around South Western Ontario
and Northern Michigan. Furthermore, a local airport
radar reported no aircraft in the area at the time. This
event will be discussed in details in section IV where we
analyze the energetics, infrasound frequency properties
and other characteristics of the event and compare them
with our estimates based on the AQN model.
Now we are highlighting the basic features of the AQN
model which represents the second part of our story,
while deferring a more detail overview to Sect. II. The
axion quark nugget (AQN) dark matter model [1] was
invented long ago with a single motivation to explain the
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2observed similarity between the dark matter and the vis-
ible densities in the Universe, i.e. ΩDM ∼ Ωvisible. The
AQN construction in many respects is similar to the orig-
inal quark-nugget model suggested by Witten [6], see [7]
for a review. This type of DM is “cosmologically dark”
not because of the weakness of the AQN interactions,
but due to their small cross-section-to-mass ratio, which
scales down many observable consequences of an other-
wise strongly-interacting DM candidate.
There are two additional elements in the AQN model
compared to the original proposal [6, 7]. First, there is
an additional stabilization factor for the nuggets provided
by the axion domain walls which are copiously produced
during the QCD transition which help to alleviate a num-
ber of problems with the original [6, 7] nugget model.
Another feature of AQN which plays absolutely crucial
role for the present work is that nuggets can be made
of matter as well as antimatter during the QCD transi-
tion. The direct consequence of this feature is that DM
density, ΩDM, and the baryonic matter density, Ωvisible,
will automatically assume the same order of magnitude
ΩDM ∼ Ωvisible without any fine tuning as stated above.
One should emphasize that AQNs are absolutely stable
configurations on cosmological scales. The antimatter
which is hidden in form of the very dense nuggets is un-
available for annihilation unless the AQNs hit the stars
or the planets. There are also very rare events of anni-
hilation in the center of the galaxy, which, in fact, may
explain some observed galactic excess emissions in dif-
ferent frequency bands, see next Sect. II for references.
Precisely the AQNs made of antimatter are capable to
release a significant amount of energy when they enter
the Earth’s atmosphere and annihilation processes start
to occur between antimatter hidden in form of the AQNs
and atmospheric material.
The main goal of the present work is to argue that
skyquakes described above can be identified with AQN
annihilation events which inevitable occur when AQNs
enter the atmosphere. We support this identification by
estimating the released energy, its radiation characteris-
tics, its geometrical and time evolution. We shall argue
below that all these characteristics are perfectly consis-
tent with our identification:
[skyquakes] ≡ [AQN annihilation events]. (1)
We conclude this Introduction with the following com-
ment. The annihilation events which inevitably occur
when AQN interact with environment lead to many ob-
servable effects due to release of a large amount of energy.
We overview the corresponding phenomena when the an-
nihilation events occur in the solar corona and galactic
center in next section. The only comment we would
like to make here is that the corresponding annihilation
events when AQN enters the Earth’s atmosphere lead to
the release of energy in form of the weakly coupled ax-
ions and neutrinos as well as in form of the x and γ ray
radiation. It is hard to observe axions and neutrinos due
to their weak interactions with material, though the cor-
responding computations have been carried out recently,
see references in next section. At the same time the x
and γ rays emitted by AQNs will be quickly absorbed
on distances ∼ 10 meters or so in the atmosphere, and
therefore cannot be recovered for the analysis.
We should emphasize that there will be no visible light
as a result of the AQN annihilation events. It should
be contrasted with conventional meteors which typically
emit visible light due to its interaction with surrounding
material resulted in heating of the meteors. The visible
light from conventional meteors is routinely recorded us-
ing all-sky cameras around the globe and represents an
important element in identification and analysis of the
events.
The analyzing of the conventional meteors and accom-
panying radiation plays an important role for our pro-
posal (1). Specifically, a simultaneous recording of the
infrasound signal by ELFO and non-observation of the
meteors at the same time by the All-Sky and Guided
Automatic and Realtime Detection (ASGARD) camera
network which is synchronized with ELFO as described
in [5] gives us a confidence that the recorded infrasound
signal cannot be identified with conventional and much
more numerous meteors. Therefore, the event [4] is a
good candidate for the skyquake (1) which is the topic of
Sect. IV.
Our presentation is organized as follows. In next sec-
tion II we overview the AQN model in the context of the
present work, paying special attention to the size distri-
bution, frequency of appearance, energy emission pattern
and other related questions. In section III we present our
estimates for the AQNs propagating in atmosphere and
underground. In section IV we present the arguments
suggesting that the event [4] is consistent with our esti-
mates from Section III supporting the identification (1).
Finally, in Section V we present our proposal for a sys-
tematic study of such mysterious explosions originated
from AQNs by employing the Distributed Acoustic Sens-
ing which uses the optical-fiber cables. It would be very
beneficial if such a fiber network is also synchronized with
optical instruments which would be continuously mon-
itoring the sky by recording the conventional meteors.
This synchronization eliminates or dramatically reduces
all possible spurious events.
II. AQN MODEL. THE BASICS.
The main goal of this section is to overview the ba-
sic ideas on the AQN model, its motivation, its conse-
quences, and (yet) indirect, rather than direct, support-
ing observations.
The original motivation for this model can be explained
in two lines as follows. It is commonly assumed that the
Universe began in a symmetric state with zero global
baryonic charge and later (through some baryon number
violating process, non- equilibrium dynamics, and CP vi-
olation effects, realizing three famous Sakharov’s criteria)
3evolved into a state with a net positive baryon number.
As an alternative to this scenario we advocate a model
in which “baryogenesis” is actually a charge separation
(rather than charge generation) process in which the
global baryon number of the universe remains zero at all
times. In this model the unobserved antibaryons come
to comprise the dark matter in the form of dense nuggets
of antiquarks and gluons in colour superconducting (CS)
phase. The result of this “charge separation” process is
two populations of AQN carrying positive and negative
baryon number. In other words, the AQN may be formed
of either matter or antimatter. However, due to the
global CP violating processes associated with θ0 6= 0 dur-
ing the early formation stage, the number of nuggets and
antinuggets will be different1. This difference is always
an order of one effect irrespectively to the parameters of
the theory, the axion mass ma or the initial misalign-
ment angle θ0. We refer to the original papers [21–24]
devoted to the specific questions related to the nugget’s
formation, generation of the baryon asymmetry, and sur-
vival pattern of the nuggets during the evolution in early
Universe with its unfriendly environment.
It is known that the galactic spectrum contains several
excesses of diffuse emission the origin of which is not well
established, and remains to be debated. The best known
example is the strong galactic 511 keV line. If the nuggets
have a baryon number in the 〈B〉 ∼ 1025 range they could
offer a potential explanation for several of these diffuse
components. It is very nontrivial consistency check that
the required 〈B〉 to explain these excesses of the galactic
diffuse emission belongs to the same mass range as re-
viewed below. For further details see the original works
[25–30] with explicit computations of the galactic radi-
ation excesses for varies frequencies, including excesses
of the diffuse x- and γ- rays. In all these cases photon
emission originates from the outer layer of the nuggets
known as the electrosphere, and all intensities in differ-
ent frequency bands are expressed in terms of a single
parameter 〈B〉 such that all relatives intensities are un-
ambiguously fixed because they are determined by the
Standard Model (SM) physics.
The AQNs may also offer a resolution to the so-called
“Primordial Lithium Puzzle” [31], the “Solar Corona
Mystery” [32, 33]. Furthermore, it may resolve [34] the
longstanding puzzle with the DAMA/LIBRA observation
of the annual modulation at 9.5σ confidence level, which
is in direct conflict with other DM experiments if inter-
preted in terms of WIMP-nuclei interaction, see [35] for
a short overview of the basic results of ref. [34].
The key parameter which essentially determines all the
intensities for the effects mentioned above is the average
1 This source of strong CP violation is no longer available at the
present epoch as a result of the dynamics of the axion, which
remains the most compelling resolution of the strong CP prob-
lem, see original papers on the axion [8–10], and recent reviews
[11–20].
baryon charge 〈B〉 of the AQNs. There is a number of
constraints on this parameter which are reviewed below.
One should also mention that the AQNs masses related
to their baryon charge by MN ' mp|B|, where we ignore
small differences between the energy per baryon charge
in CS and hadronic confined phases. The resulting AQN
are macroscopically large objects with a typical size of
R ' 10−5cm and roughly nuclear density resulting in
masses roughly 10 g. For the present work we adopt a
typical nuclear density of order 1040 cm−3 such that a
nugget with |B| ' 1025 has a typical radius R ' 10−5cm.
It should be contrasted with conventional meteors
when an object with mass 10 g. would have a typical
size of order 1 cm occupying the volume which would
be 15 orders of magnitude larger than the AQN’s vol-
ume. This is of course is due to the fact that AQNs have
nuclear density which is 15 orders of magnitude higher
than the density of a normal matter. One can view an
AQN as very small neutron star (NS) with its nuclear
density. The difference is that the NS is squeezed by the
gravity, while the AQN is squeezed by the axion domain
wall pressure. Precisely this drastic density difference in
properties between AQNs and conventional small mete-
ors lead to fundamentally different patterns in behaviour
when they enter the Earth’s atmosphere.
We now overview the observational constraints on such
kind of dense objects. The strongest direct detection
limit is set by the IceCube Observatory’s, see Appendix
A in [36]:
〈B〉 > 3 · 1024 [direct (non)detection constraint]. (2)
The authors of [37] use the Apollo data to constrain the
abundance of quark nuggets in the region of 10 kg to one
ton. It has been argued that the contribution of such
heavy nuggets must be at least an order of magnitude less
than would saturate the dark matter in the solar neigh-
bourhood [37]. Assuming that the AQNs do saturate the
dark matter, the constraint [37] can be reinterpreted that
at least 90% of the AQNs must have masses below 10 kg.
This constraint can be approximately expressed in terms
of the baryon charge:
〈B〉 <∼ 1028 [Apollo constraint ]. (3)
Therefore, indirect observational constraints (2) and (3)
suggest that if the AQNs exist and saturate the dark
matter density today, the dominant portion of them must
reside in the window:
3 · 1024 <∼ 〈B〉 <∼ 1028 [constraints from observations].(4)
We emphasize that the AQN model within window (4)
is consistent with all presently available cosmological, as-
trophysical, satellite and ground-based constraints. This
model is very rigid and predictive as there is no much flex-
ibility nor freedom to modify any estimates mentioned
above [25–34, 36]. In particular, the AQN-induced flux
(6) which plays a key role in the present studies cannot
change its numerical value for more than factor of 2, de-
pending on the size distribution within the window (4).
4For our interpretation of the observed mysterious event
[4] as the skyquake (1) as presented in Sect. IV one needs
to know the size distribution and the frequency of the
appearance of the AQNs with a given size. The corre-
sponding distribution is defined as follows: Let dN/dB
be the number of AQNs which carry the baryon charge
[B, B + dB]. The mean value of the baryon charge 〈B〉
is given by
〈B〉 =
∫ Bmax
Bmin
dB Bf(B), f(B) ∝ B−α, (5)
where f(B) is properly normalized distribution and the
α ' (2 − 2.5) is power-law index. One should note that
that the algebraic scaling (5) is a generic feature of the
AQN formation mechanism based on percolation theory
[24], but α cannot be theoretically computed in strongly
coupled QCD. Instead, the parametrization (5) is based
on a proposal that the so-called nanoflares (conjectured
by Parker many years ago as a mean to resolve the “So-
lar Corona Mystery”) are identified with AQN annihila-
tion events in the solar corona as discussed in [32, 33].
The main motivation for this identification is that the ob-
served intensity of the Extreme UV emission from the so-
lar corona nicely coincides with the total energy released
as a result of the AQN annihilation events in the tran-
sition region assuming conventional value for the dark
matter density around the Sun, i.e. ρDM ' 0.3GeVcm−3.
One should emphasize that this “numerical coincidence”
is a highly nontrivial self-consistency check of the pro-
posal [32, 33] connecting nanoflares to AQNs, since the
nanoflare properties are constrained by solar corona heat-
ing models, while the intensity of the Extreme UV due
to the AQN annihilation events is mostly determined by
the dark matter density2.
Now we estimate the AQN hitting rate assuming con-
ventional dark matter density ρDM ' 0.3GeVcm−3 sur-
rounding the Earth. A full scale Monte Carlo simulations
produce the following result [36]:
〈N˙〉
4piR2⊕
' 4 · 10
−2
km2 yr
(
ρDM
0.3GeVcm3
)(
〈vAQN〉
220 kms
)(
1025
〈B〉
)
,
〈N˙〉 ' 0.67s−1
(
1025
〈B〉
)
' 2.1 · 107yr−1
(
1025
〈B〉
)
,(6)
where the average over all types of AQN-trajectories with
different masses MN ' mp|B|, with different incident
angles and different initial velocities have been taken into
account. The result (6) suggests that the AQNs hit the
Earth’s surface with a frequency approximately once a
2 Furthermore, the required energy interval for the nanoflares must
be in the range: Enano ' (1021 − 1026) erg. This allowed inter-
val largely overlaps with the AQN baryonic charge window given
by Eq. (4) if the identification between nanoflares and AQN an-
nihilation events is made. In this case Enano ' 2mpc2B '
(3 · 10−3 erg) ·B, see [32, 33] for the details.
day per 1002km2 area. The hitting rate for large size
objects is suppressed by the distribution function f(B) ∝
B−α as given by (5).
It is instructive to compare the rate (6) with number
of particles (collectively called meteoroids) which enter
the Earth’s atmosphere every day. This rate is of order
108day−1, see review [38]. It is more informative to rep-
resent this daily rate number in terms of the total mass of
the falling meteoroids as the AQNs are much denser ob-
jects than conventional meteoroids. The corresponding
rate reads: 105 tons/year which is still much grater than
than the total mass of order 5 · 102 tons/year associated
with the dark matter AQN rate (6). Peak in size distri-
bution for meteoroids is 2 · 10−2cm while peak in mass is
around 10µg, see [38] for review. It should be contrasted
with typical size R ' 10−5cm and masses roughly 10 g
for AQNs.
The final topic to be reviewed here is the spectral prop-
erties of the AQN emission. The most important feature
of the AQN spectrum which drastically distinguishes it
from the conventional meteor’s emission is that the AQN
spectrum is peeked in (10-50) keV range, while the opti-
cally visible bands at ω ∼ (1 − 10)eV are strongly sup-
pressed, see Fig. 4 in Appendix A. Another crucial dif-
ference with conventional meteor’s emission is that the
AQN spectrum is not a thermal black body radiation as
it is originated from the annihilation events. It should be
contrasted the black body radiation of conventional mete-
ors and meteorites entering the Earth’s atmosphere with
supersonic velocities and experiencing an enormous fric-
tion with the surrounding material leading to the heating
of the meteoroids and surrounding material. We refer to
Appendix A with short overview on spectral features of
the AQNs traversing the Earth atmosphere, see in par-
ticular Fig. 4.
These features in the spectrum have some profound
consequences for the present work because the AQNs do
not emit the visible light, in huge contrast with con-
ventional meteors which are normally characterized by
strong emission in the visible frequency bands through
sputtering and ablation [38–40]. It also implies that the
AQNs cannot be observed by conventional optical moni-
toring as AQNs are not accompanied by emission of the
visible light and cannot be routinely observed by all-sky
cameras. Therefore, the observation of a signal by in-
frasound instruments and non-observation by the optical
synchronized cameras (which must continuously monitor
the sky by recording the conventional meteors) would un-
ambiguously identify the AQNs entering the atmosphere.
This synchronization eliminates or dramatically reduces
all possible spurious events from sky.
5III. ACOUSTIC SIGNAL FROM METEOROIDS
AND AQNS
A. Blast wave from meteoroids
We start by reviewing a conventional framework of the
model which was designed to study meteor generated in-
frasound [41] (originally this model was introduced to de-
scribe a blast wave from a lightning discharge, so it has
a general character). There were many recent advances
and improvements of this framework including the com-
parison with observational data [40]. Our goal here is to
use this framework to apply the basic ideas of Ref. [41]
to estimate the intensity and frequency characteristics
of the infrasound signal generated by AQNs propagating
in the Earth’s atmosphere. Our estimates cannot liter-
ally follow [40, 41] as the nature of the released energy
in the case of AQN is drastically different from the en-
ergy sources associated with conventional meteors in the
Earth’s atmosphere. In the former case the source is the
annihilation energy between atoms and molecules from
the atmosphere with antimatter hidden in the AQNs,
while in the later case, the energy source is friction of the
meteors with the surrounding material leading to heating
and radiation. However, we think that the generic scal-
ing features describing the sound waves at large distances
hold in both cases, which is precisely the key element to
be used for the estimates which follow. Furthermore, the
Mach number M = v/cs  1 (here v is the speed of the
meteor and cs is the speed of sound) is very large for me-
teors as well as for AQNs such that cylindrical symmetry
is assumed to hold for propagating sound and infrasound
waves in both cases.
The basic parameter of the approach [40, 41] is the so-
called characteristic blast-wave relaxation radius defined
as
R0 ≡
√
El
p0
, (7)
where El is the energy deposited by the meteor per unit
trail length, and p0 is the hydrostatic atmospheric pres-
sure. The physical meaning of this parameter R0 is the
distance at which the overpressure approximately equals
the hydrostatic atmospheric pressure. In the case of a
bomb-like explosion, the relevant parameter can be de-
fined as
R1 ≡ 3
√
Epoint source
p0
, (8)
where Epoint source is the energy deposited to the air as
a result of a conventional or nuclear explosion. The pa-
rameter R1 has the same physical meaning as R0 and
it determines the distance at which the overpressure ap-
proximately equals to the hydrostatic atmospheric pres-
sure.
In simple cases for meteors, the parameter R0 can be
directly expressed in terms of the Mach number M and
the meteor diameter dm as R0 ∼Mdm, see [40, 41]. The
significance of the parameter R0 is that the overpressure
δp at larger distances can be expressed in terms of di-
mensionless parameter x defined as follows [40, 41]:
δp
p0
=
2(γ + 1)
γ
f(x), x ≡ r
R0
, f(x 1) ' 1
x3/4
, (9)
where γ = cp/cv. Note that the overpressure δp decays
faster than r−1/2 as it would be for a cylindrical sound
wave with a given frequency. This is due to increase of the
width l of the blast wave packet as follows: l ∼ R0x1/4.
Correspondingly, the fundamental sound frequency ν de-
creases as ν ∼ cs/l ∼ (cs/R0)x−1/4, where cs is the speed
of sound.
The scaling (9) is justified when overpressure is rela-
tively small. In case of conventional meteors, all param-
eters such as R0 can be modelled and compared with
observations [40]. We do not have such luxury in the
AQN studies. However, some theoretical estimates can
be made, which is precisely the topic of this section.
B. AQN in the atmosphere
We start with estimation of the parameter El entering
(7). In the AQN framework, the energy of annihilation
events occurring per unit length while the nugget tra-
verses the atmosphere is:
El ' κ · (piR2) · (2 GeV) · nair (10)
' κ
(
104J
m
)
·
(
B
1025
)2/3
·
( nair
1021 cm−3
)
,
where nair is the total number of nucleons in atoms such
that ρ = nairmp. The parameter κ as explained in Ap-
pendix A is introduced to account for the fact that not
all matter striking the nugget will annihilate and not all
of the energy released by an annihilation will be ther-
malized in the nuggets (for example, some portion of the
energy will be released in the form of the axions and
neutrinos), see the discussion after Eq. (A5). As such κ
encodes a large number of complex processes including
the probability that not all atoms and molecules may be
able to penetrate into the colour superconducting phase
of the nugget to get annihilated. It also includes com-
plicated dynamics due to the very large Mach number
M = vAQN/cs  102 when shock waves are formed and
the turbulence has developed. Both phenomena lead to
efficient energy exchange between the nugget and sur-
rounding material. For simplicity we keep κ = 1 in our
estimates which follow.
Directly using the estimate (10), one arrives at the
following approximate expression for the parameter R0:
RAQN0 ≡
√
El
p0
∼ 0.3
(
B
1025
) 1
3 ( nair
1021 cm−3
) 1
2
m, (11)
6which has a physical meaning of a distance where over-
pressure due to the AQN annihilation events equals the
hydrostatic atmospheric pressure.
Several comments are in order regarding this estimate.
In the case of conventional or nuclear explosion the blast
occurs as a result of the interaction of the radiation with
surrounding material which rapidly heats the material.
This causes vaporization of the material resulting in its
rapid expansion, which eventually contributes to forma-
tion of the shock-wave. All these effects occurring in con-
ventional explosions at very small scales, much smaller
than a typical radius where over-pressure approximately
equals to atmospheric pressure. In case of cylindrical
symmetry the relevant parameter is determined by R0 in
Eq. (7). In case of a point-like explosion the correspond-
ing distance R1 is determined by (8) which plays the role
of R0 for point-like explosion.
Now we estimate the distances where the radiation
is effectively converted to the shock-wave energy. In
case of conventional or nuclear explosion the dominant
portion of the radiation comes in the 20 eV energy
range and above. At this energy, the dominant pro-
cess is the atomic photoelectric effect with cross section
σp.e. ∼ 107 barn and higher such that the photon atten-
uation length λ ∼ 10−6g/cm−2, see e.g. Fig. 33.15 and
Fig. 33.16 in [42] and references therein. In case of me-
teoroids the emission normally occurs in (1− 20) eV en-
ergy range, which also includes the visible light emission.
These spectrum features in air imply that the energy due
to the heating will be completely absorbed on the scales
which are much shorter than R0 defined by (7), i.e.
λ
ρair
<∼ 10−3cm R0 [meteoroids]. (12)
This should be contrasted with the AQN case with a
drastically different radiation spectrum with typical en-
ergy in the ∼ 40 keV range as reviewed in Appendix A.
In this case the atomic photoelectric effect which is still
the dominant process and the photon attenuation length
is λ ∼ 0.5 g/cm−2 such that
L =
λ
ρair
∼ 5 m RAQN0 [AQN events]. (13)
These estimates suggest that only a small portion of the
energy (10) will be released in the form of a blast, while
the rest of the energy will simply heat the surround-
ing material. The attenuation length is even longer for
higher-energy photons which saturate the total intensity
for TAQN ' 40 keV, see Appendix A.
We can do an estimate of overpressure in this case as
follows. The annihilation energy Elz released on the
track of the length z is absorbed in the volume of the
cylinder V = piL2z. The internal energy of a diatomic
ideal gas (air) is given by U = (5/2)PV . This gives an
estimate of overpressure inside this volume V :
δp0 ≈ El
2.5piL2
[AQN events]. (14)
As explained above, outside this volume, δp decreases
as f(x¯) ≈ x¯−3/4, where we introduced the dimensionless
parameter x¯ = r/L, which plays the same role as x in
meteoroids formula (9):
δp(r) ≈ δp0
x¯3/4
≈ El
2.5piL2
(
1
x¯
)3/4
[AQN events]. (15)
To illustrate the significance of the estimate (15), we
present an order of magnitude numerical estimate for the
overpressure at a distance r, with the annihilation energy
given by Eq. (10) and absorption of this energy within the
radius L = 5 m as estimated by (13):
δp ≈ 0.03Pa
(
B
1025
)2/3(
100 km
r
)3/4
[AQN events].(16)
This estimate shows that a typical AQN generates very
small overpressure δp/p ∼ 10−3 even inside the absorp-
tion region r <∼ L, which should be contrasted with the
meteoroid case (9) where δp/p ≈ 1 at r ' R0. The dif-
ference is due to the large length L ' 5 m in comparison
with the small absorption distance ∼ 10−3cm for the me-
teoroids (12). The temperature increase in surrounding
region δT/T ∼ δp/p ∼ 10−3  1 is too small to produce
visible thermal radiation around the AQN path.3
Another important characteristic of the acoustic waves
produced by meteoroids is the scaling behaviour of the
so called line-source wave period τ(x) at large distances.
The scaling behaviour can be expressed in terms of the
same dimensionless parameter x introduced above, and
it is given by [40, 41]:
τ(x) ' 0.562τ0x1/4, τ0 = 2.81R0
cs
[meteoroids], (17)
where τ0 is the so-called fundamental period where nu-
merical factors 2.81 and 0.562 in Eq. (17) have been fit-
ted from the observations [40]. Equation (17) determines
the frequency of the sound (infrasound) wave at a distant
point x:
ν(x) ≡ τ−1(x) ∼ τ−10 x−1/4, x 1[meteoroids]. (18)
The same scaling behaviour is expected to hold for
the AQN case. However, the parameters for AQNs are
different:
τ0 ∼ L
cs
, τ(x¯) ∼ τ0 x¯1/4, ν0 ≡ 1
τ0
∼ 70 Hz, (19)
where we ignore all numerical factors which in the case
of meteoroids were fixed by matching with observations,
and obviously cannot be applied to our present studies of
the AQNs. In this case we arrive at the following estimate
for the frequency at a distance r:
ν(x¯) ∼ ν0
x¯1/4
∼ 6 Hz
(
100 km
r
)1/4
[AQN events]. (20)
3 This temperature should not be confused with the much higher
internal AQN temperature TAQN ∼ 10 keV.
7Thus, at a large distance from the AQN track in the
air there will be emission of the infrasound waves of low
frequency. We will see below that for the signal from
an underground AQN track, the overpressure and the
frequency are both several orders of magnitude higher.
C. AQN in underground
One should emphasize that the infrasound waves orig-
inating from AQNs as estimated in Sec. III B will be al-
ways accompanied by sound waves emitted by the same
AQNs when the nuggets hit the Earth surface and con-
tinue to propagate in the deep underground. The cor-
responding estimates of intensity and frequency of the
sound emitted as a result of the annihilation events oc-
curring underground are presented in this subsection.
The starting point is similar to (10) which for under-
ground rocks assumes the form:
E↓l ' κ · (piR2) · (2 GeV) · nrock (21)
' κ
(
107J
m
)
·
(
B
1025
)2/3
·
( nrock
1024 cm−3
)
,
where we use the notation E↓l for the energy produced
by annihilation (some of which may remain in the AQN)
to avoid confusion with the similar equation (10) applied
to the atmosphere, nrock is the total number of nucleons
in atoms such that ρ = nrockmp.
We introduce an unknown parameter ξ↓ which ap-
plies to the underground case (at sufficiently high density
of the surrounding material) to account for the compli-
cated physics which describes the transfer of the AQN
energy into the the surrounding material energy denoted
as E↓blast:
E↓blast = ξ
↓ ·
(
107J
m
)
·
(
B
1025
)2/3
·
( nrock
1024 cm−3
)
.(22)
There are several important new elements in compar-
ison with the atmospheric case discussed in Sec. III B.
First of all, the increase of the density of the surrounding
material naively drastically increases the released anni-
hilation energy as Eq. (21) suggests assuming that the
coefficient κ remains the same as in the atmospheric
case, Eq. (10). However, it is expected that this assump-
tion is strongly violated.4 If one removes the low-energy
4 The main reason for that is due to increase of the internal tem-
perature TAQN which consequently leads to strong ionization of
the positrons from electrosphere. As a result of this ionization
the positron density of the electrosphere (which is responsible for
the emissivity) drastically decreases. It suppress the emissivity
from the electrosphere as Eq. (A1) states. It should be contrasted
with the BB radiation where emissivity scales as ∼ T 4. In our
case, the source of emission are the positrons from electrosphere,
not BB radiation.
positrons from the electrosphere, the suppression factor
could be ξ↓ ∼ 10−2 and even much smaller.5
The second important effect which was ignored in the
atmosphere in Sec. III B is that δp could be much larger
underground in comparison with the estimate of Eq. (16).
It results in pushing material from the AQN path which
effectively decreases the geometrical cross section piR2
assumed in (21). This effect further suppresses the pa-
rameter ξ↓ entering (22).
We cannot at the moment compute ξ↓ from first prin-
ciples as mentioned in footnotes 4 and 5. Therefore, we
keep it as a phenomenological unknown parameter which
strongly depends on the environment, temperature TAQN
and many complex processes as mentioned above.
Another important parameter is the absorption length
L↓(TAQN ) for the energy emitted by AQN in under-
ground (hence the ↓ label), which also indirectly depends
on the AQN internal temperature TAQN . This is be-
cause the length L↓ strongly depends on the energy of
the photons emitted by the AQNs, which is determined
by the internal temperature TAQN . For the photon en-
ergy ∼ 100 keV, an absorption length in silicon is about
L↓ ' 2 cm. However, it is an order of magnitude larger
for 1 MeV photons. We account for this uncertainty by
introducing another unknown dimensionless parameter η
defined as follows: L↓(TAQN ) = (2cm) · η. In terms of
these unknown parameters the deposited energy per unit
volume blast surrounding the AQN can be estimated as
follows:
blast ' 102 J
cm3
·
(
ξ↓
10−2
)
·
(
1
η2
)
,
which leads to an instantaneous increase of temperature
∆T of the surrounding material:
∆T ' 30 K ·
(
ξ↓
10−2
)
·
(
1
η2
)
. (23)
We now in position to estimate the overpressure for the
blast wave in two different approximations. First, we
may estimate the overpressure as deposited energy per
unit volume. This yields
δp ' 107 Pa ·
(
ξ↓
10−2
)
·
(
1
η2
)
at r ' L↓. (24)
Another approximation is based on an increase of pres-
sure due to the thermal expansion of solids. Relative
thermal expansion of silicon is δx/x=2.6 10−6/K, the
5 Such simplified procedure for the estimate of ξ↓ by complete
removing the low energy states is not a proper way of computa-
tion because the positron’s density will be adjusting when TAQN
varies. The consistent procedure would be a mean-field compu-
tation of the positron density by imposing the proper boundary
conditions relevant for nonzero temperature and non-zero charge,
similar to TAQN ≈ 0 computations carried out in [29, 30]. The
corresponding computations have not been done yet, and we keep
the parameter ξ↓(TAQN) as a phenomenological free parameter.
8Young modulus is 150 GPa ∼ 1011 Pa. This gives the
same order of magnitude as in the dimensional estimate
(24).
Our next task is to estimate the amplitude of the wave
at large distance r. Using the conventional scaling argu-
ments when δp(r) ∼ 1/(x¯↓)3/4 with dimensionless param-
eter x¯↓ defined as x¯↓ = r/L↓ we arrive to the following
estimate for overpressure at a distance r:
δp(r) ∼ 102 ·
(
ξ↓
10−2
)
·
(
1
η
) 5
4
·
(
100 km
r
) 3
4
Pa. (25)
Following the same logic as for Eq. (20) we obtain a nu-
merical estimate for the frequency of sound emitted by
an AQN propagating underground:
τ0 ∼ L
↓
cs
, τ(x¯↓) ∼ τ0 · 4
√
x¯↓, ν0 ≡ 1
τ0
' 170
(
1
η
)
kHz,
where we use cs ' 3 km/s for speed of sound in rocks. For
large distances r our estimate for the frequency becomes
ν(x¯↓) ∼ ν0
4
√
x¯↓
∼ 3.5
(
1
η
) 3
4
·
(
100 km
r
) 1
4
kHz, (26)
which is almost three orders of magnitude higher than
the frequency of the infrasound emitted by AQNs in at-
mosphere (20).
In the estimate (25) above we assumed that the ab-
sorption can be neglected6. We now estimate the corre-
sponding attenuation effects to support our assumption.
To proceed with estimates we note that the sound absorp-
tion length scales as ∝ ν−2. A proper estimation of the
absorption effects must include the integration over dis-
tance where sound wave propagates since the frequency
depends on the distance according to (26) as ν ∝ r−1/4
and the absorption length l ∝ ν−2 ∝ r1/2. As a result,
formula (25) will receive an additional exponential fac-
tor which describes the suppression of the sound inten-
sity (intensity ∝ δp2) due to the absorption of the sound
wave:
exp(−X), where X ≈ 2 [L
↓r]
1
2
l0η2
, (27)
where l0 is the absorption length for the initial frequency
ν0. For a numerical estimate of the blast wave absorption
we may use detailed data on the sound absorption in
sea water [47]. The absorption length for sound with
ν0 ' 170 kHz is l0 ' 0.1 km, and we arrive at an estimate
for X ' η−3/2 for r = 100 km. Since η is probably larger
than 1, this gives us an indication that a significant part
6 In analogous estimate studied in previous Section III B for the
infrasound produced by AQN in the air this assumption is well-
justified. One can easily convince yourself that the estimate (16)
is practically unaffected by absorption on the distance well above
100 km.
of the blast wave may reach a detector on the distance
up to 100 km.
The absorption of the blast wave is even smaller in
water where the sound frequency is expected to be sig-
nificantly smaller. For the photon energy ∼ 100 keV
the absorption length in water is 4.15 cm, so we as-
sume L↓ = 4.15η cm. The speed of sound in water is
cs=1.5 km/s, so we have our estimate for frequency in
water ν0 ' 36 KHz and
ν(x¯↓) ∼ ν0
4
√
x¯↓
∼
(
1
η
) 3
4
·
(
100 km
r
) 1
4
kHz. (28)
The sound absorption length in water is l0 ' 0.45 km
and X ' 0.2η−3/2 for r = 100 km. Thus, the absorption
of the blast wave in water is insignificant.
We conclude this section with the following comment.
In case of conventional meteoroids all numerical factors
entering the scaling relations such as (9) and (17) have
been fitted to match with numerous observations. There-
fore, we introduce into our AQN estimates empirical pa-
rameters ξ↓ and η which are very hard to compute from
the first principles, but could be fixed by observations.
Further studies are needed to collect more statistics of
mysterious events when sound signatures are recorded
without any traces in the synchronized optical monitor-
ing systems. In the next section we present several ar-
guments to support our identification (1) based on the
ELFO infrasonic record.
IV. THEORY CONFRONTS THE
OBSERVATIONS
Our goal here is to present several arguments sug-
gesting that the mysterious explosion which occurred on
July 31st 2008 and which was properly recorded by dedi-
cated Elginfield Infrasound Array (see [43] [44] for a short
description) might be a good candidate supporting our
identification (1) between mysterious skyquakes and the
AQN annihilation events. Localization of the source po-
sition, Elginfield Infrasound Array (ELFO) and seismic
stations are shown on Fig.1 adopted from [4].
The sounds, as reported by residents of Kincardine,
Ontario, Canada were apparently loud enough to rat-
tle windows and objects on walls. An important point
here is that the infrasound detection associated with this
sound shock was recorded by ELFO as presented in Fig. 2
with a typical overpressure δp ∼ 0.3 Pa. These observa-
tions (along with non-observations in the all-sky camera
network [45]) ruled out a meteor source, as well as oper-
ations at the Bruce Nuclear Power Plant, while Goderich
salt mine logs eliminated it as a source [4]. Furthermore,
a local airport radar reported no aircraft in the area at
the time. The impulses were also observed seismically
as ground coupled acoustic waves around South Western
Ontario and Northern Michigan as shown on Fig. 3.
Now we are in a position to apply the scaling behaviour
(16) to see if the mysterious event recorded by ELFO
9FIG. 1. Location of ELFO and seismic stations in the area,
adopted from [4]. One degree along the latitude corresponds
to 112 km. i.e. 10 ≈ 112 km, while along the longitude
10 ≈ 82 km. It explains our benchmark 300 km in eqs. (29)
and (30) which covers the relevant area shown on the map.
FIG. 2. Infrasound impulses as recorded by ELFO, adopted
from [4].
might have resulted from the AQN annihilation events
along its trajectory when it crosses the atmosphere in this
area. Our estimate (16) suggests that the overpressure
δp assumes the following numerical value at r ' 300 km:
δp ≈ 0.3 Pa
(
B
1027
)2/3(
300 km
r
)3/4
, (29)
where we choose the benchmark for r = 300 km corre-
sponding to a typical distances in the area shown on Fig.
1, and B = 1027 to bring the numerical coefficient close
to the measured value δp ' 0.3 Pa as recorded by ELFO,
see Fig. 2. Estimation for the intensity (29) is consistent
with observation δp ' 0.3 Pa if one assumes that the
mysterious explosion had resulted from the AQN anni-
hilation event of a relatively large size with the baryon
FIG. 3. Impulses as observed by seismic stations in the area,
adopted from [4].
charge B ' 1027. We shall support this interpretation
at the end of this section by analysing the frequency of
appearance of such large sized nuggets.
Another parameter which characterizes the acoustic
shock is the frequency determined by the scaling formula
(20). Assuming the same numerical parameters as before
we arrive at the following numerical estimate:
ν(x¯) ∼ ν0
x¯1/4
∼ 5 Hz
(
300 km
r
)1/4
, (30)
which is precisely in the range of the highest sensitiv-
ity of ELFO where the noise levels are: 10−4Pa2/Hz for
the 10 Hz frequency band and 10−3Pa2/Hz in the 1 Hz
frequency band [43, 44].
Now our task is to estimate the relevant frequency for
the sound emitted in the underground rocks. The cor-
responding expression for the frequency at r ' 300 km
is determined by the scaling relation (26) and it is given
by:
ν(x¯↓) ∼ ν0
4
√
x¯↓
∼ 2.5
(
1
η
) 3
4
·
(
300 km
r
) 1
4
kHz. (31)
The estimate for the underground frequency of Eq. (31)
should be contrasted with the estimate of Eq. (30) for
the atmosphere. The basic observation is that the acous-
tic waves in the atmosphere are in the infrasonic fre-
quency range, while underground, they are in the sound
frequency band, as already mentioned.
Several comments are in order. First of all, our pro-
posal demonstrates a qualitative consistency with the
mysterious event recorded by ELFO on July 31st 2008.
Indeed, as we mentioned above the AQNs do not emit
directly the visible light, see Appendix 4. It should be
contrasted with conventional meteors which directly emit
the visible light being consistent with black body radia-
tion spectrum. This observation implies that the AQNs
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cannot be observed by conventional optical monitoring.
The mysterious event recorded by ELFO on July 31st
falls into this category because it was observed by in-
frasound instruments and not observed by the optical
synchronized cameras.
Furthermore, our estimations are consistent with the
mysterious event recorded by ELFO on July 31st 2008,
on the quantitative level as our estimates for overpres-
sure (29) and the frequency estimate (30) are consistent
with description [4] represented on Fig. 2. This obvi-
ously should be considered as a strong support of our
identification (1) between AQN events and skyquakes.
Our next comment goes as follows. The frequency
(31) of the sound from the underground blast falls in hu-
man hearing range. Therefore, it is also consistent with
the fact that residents of nearby Kincardine could hear
the sound (rather than infrasound) signal which origi-
nates from the underground with frequency (31). It is
also consistent with seismic observations which are cor-
related7 with infrasound impulses recorded by ELFO.
As discussed above, the atmospheric and underground
acoustic waves emitted by the same AQN are always ac-
companied by each other as they originate from one and
the same AQN propagating from outer space through the
atmosphere and the Earth.
We also comment on a different event that happened in
Alabama sky in 2017 when the sound was heard across
15 counties. There were no related meteor-activity re-
ports. There were, however, reports of vapor trails [46].
Our original comment here is that the presence of the
vapor is expected and in fact predicted by the proposal
(1) because most of the released energy (10) will heat
the surrounding material, while a small portion of the
energy will be released in the form of the sound (infra-
sound) waves as explained in the text. There will be no
significant emission in visible bands. Therefore, it is not
a surprise that there were no reports on meteor activity
in that event but there were reports of vapor trails [46].
Our final comment is related to the energetics and fre-
quency of appearance of such mysterious events inter-
preted in terms of the AQNs. We think that a rela-
tively high overpressure (29) at the level of δp ' 0.3 Pa is
due to sufficiently large AQN with B ' 1027 to be com-
pared with average nugget size 〈B〉 ' 1025. The radius
of the nuggets goes as R ∼ B1/3 which effectively leads
to an increase in the number of annihilation events for
larger nuggets, which eventually releases higher energy
output per unit length as Eq. (10) states. Such events
with large B ' 1027 are relatively rare according to (6)
and (5) as the frequency of appearance is proportional to
f(B) ∼ B−α with α ' (2−2.5). It might be a part of an
explanation of why this area has observed a single event
in 10 years rather than observing similar events much
more often.
7 The corresponding bangs are classified as seismically coupled
“Audible Bangs”.
We conclude this section as follows. We argued that
a single mysterious event properly recorded by ELFO on
July 31st 2008 supports our proposal on identification (1)
between dark matter AQN events and skyquakes. We
need much more statistics to convincingly support this
identification. In the next section we present a possible
design of an instrument which could be sufficiently sen-
sitive to infrasound signals such that much smaller (than
mysterious event recorded by ELFO on July 31st 2008)
but much more frequent events with B ' 1025 could be
recorded. In this case, we can systematically record a
large number of such events which manifest themselves
in the form of the infrasonic signals, while the optical
synchronized cameras may not see any light from these
events. Infrasonic signals must be always accompanied
by sound waves as discussed above, and which can be
routinely recorded by conventional seismic stations, sim-
ilar to the ones presented on Fig. 3. These events should
demonstrate the daily and annual modulations as the
source for these events is the dark matter galactic wind.
V. DETECTION STRATEGY AND POSSIBLE
INSTRUMENTS
We argued in Sec. IV that a single mysterious event
properly recorded by ELFO on July 31st 2008 can be ex-
plained as a result of a rare event of the AQN hitting the
Earth surface. We estimated that the size of the nugget
must be sufficiently large B ' 1027 to produce a strong
signal δp ' 0.3 Pa as observed by ELFO. Such large
nuggets are very rare events as the frequency of appear-
ance is proportional to f(B) ∼ B−α with α ' (2− 2.5).
Small nuggest with B ∼ 1025 are much more common
events, but generate much weaker signal. The sensitivity
of the instruments similar to ELFO is not sufficient to
record relatively small events in the atmosphere which
occur approximately once a day in an area of (100 km)2
with δp ' 0.01 Pa and frequency ν ' 5 Hz.
We would like to have a systematic study of such
events, in contrast with random observations such as the
single event presented in the previous section. In this
section we suggest several possible designs of instruments
which we think are capable of fulfilling this role as suffi-
ciently sensitive devices to detect the dark matter signals
from small and common AQNs with B ∼ 1025.
We start the overview with a promising recent devel-
opment, Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS), which is
becoming a conventional tool for seismic and other appli-
cations, see, for example, [48–51] and references therein.
The basic idea of these activities can be explained as
follows. It has been known for quite sometime that dis-
tributed optical fiber sensors are capable of measuring
the signals at thousands of points simultaneously using
an unmodified optical fiber as the sensing element. The
recent development is that the DAS is capable of mea-
suring strain changes at all points along the optical fiber
at acoustic frequencies, which is crucial for our studies of
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the acoustic waves emitted due to the AQN passage.
The main element of the DAS technology is that a
pulse of light is sent into optical fiber and, through scat-
tering in the glass, a small amount of the incident light is
scattered back towards the sensing unit. The key point
is that the DAS is capable of determining from this scat-
tered light, a component which indicates changes in the
local axial strain along the fibre. It has been shown that
this technology is capable of detecting signals at frequen-
cies as low as 8 mHz and as high as 49.5 kHz with sensi-
tivity at the level of δp ∼ 0.1 mBar ≈ 10 Pa [48] which is
more than sufficient for our purposes for δp as estimated
in (25) and typical frequencies in kHz band as estimated
in (26). Furthermore, it has been shown that using an
amplifier chain one can extend the range of DAS unit to
82 km, while maintaining high signal quality [48]. Such
a long range on the scale of 100 km matches well with
what is needed for AQN-passage detection. Indeed, we
anticipate approximately one event per day per an area
of (100 km)2 according to (6) reviewed in Section II. An
important point is that such studies can in principle de-
tect not only the intensity and the frequency of the sound
wave, but also the direction of the source. We note that
networks of optical-fiber telecommunication cables cover
a significant part of the Earth’s surface.
We anticipate that the main problem with DAS will be
separation of the AQN signal from the seismic noise and
numerous spurious events. We discuss one of the pos-
sibilities to separate the signal from a much larger noise
below. The main point is that the AQN signal must show
the annual (32) and daily (33) modulations characteristic
of the dark matter galactic wind, in contrast with much
more numerous and much more intense random events.
One of possibilities to separate the signal from a much
larger noise was suggested in [52].
The basic idea of [52] can be explained as follows. The
AQN flux is given by (6) if averaged over very long period
of time, longer than a year. However, due to the relative
motion and orienation of the Sun, Earth and the galaxy,
the AQN flux, as that of any other dark mater particle,
receives the time-dependent factor A(a)(t) representing
the annual modulation which is defined as follows:
A(a)(t) ≡ [1 + κ(a) cos Ωa(t− t0)], (32)
where Ωa = 2pi yr
−1 ≈ 2pi · 32 nHz is the angular fre-
quency of the annual modulation and label “a” in Ωa
stands for annual. The Ωat0 is the phase shift corre-
sponding to the maximum on June 1 and minimum on
December 1 for the standard galactic DM distribution,
see [53, 54]. Similar daily modulations are also known to
occur [55] and can be represented as follows:
A(d)(t) ≡ [1 + κ(d) cos(Ωdt− φ0)], (33)
where Ωd = 2pi day
−1 ≈ 2pi · 11.6µHz is the angular fre-
quency of the daily modulation, while φ0 is the phase
shift similar to Ωat0 in (32). It can be assumed to be
constant on the scale of days. However, it actually slowly
changes with time due to the variation of the direction of
DM wind with respect to the Earth. The modulation co-
efficients κ(a) and κ(d) have been computed in the AQN
model in [55] and numerically both around 10%.
The idea advocated in [52] is to fit the data to the
modulation formulae (32) and (33) even if the noise is
large and exceeds the expected signal. The key point
here is the statistics factor and accumulation of the sig-
nal for a long period of time assuming that the noise can
be treated as being random in contrast with signal being
characterized by well defined frequencies Ωa and Ωd. A
hope is to discover the annual (32) and daily (33) modu-
lations by recording a large number of AQN events which
represent the dark matter galactic wind in this specific
model.
A specific signal from AQN tracks is very different from
the ordinary seismic noise and earthquakes. Therefore,
AQN signals may, in principle, be detected by an existing
network of seismic stations.
We would like to briefly mention other possibilities for
the AQN detection, see also relevant references in Sec-
tion II leading to the constraints (4). The AQN produce
only a small amount of visible light as we already men-
tioned. However, the emitted x-rays will be absorbed
and heat the atmosphere along the track on scales of or-
der L as Eq. (13) suggests. It may produce vapor tracks
along the AQN path as reported in [46]. Therefore, one
may try to observe infrared radiation from AQN tracks
using infrared telescopes being synchronized with infra-
sonic detectors and all-sky cameras. Similarly, the AQN
tracks also produce microwave and radio wave radiation
which may be detected by radio telescopes which can be
also synchronized with infrasonic and all sky cameras.
In addition to optical-fiber based methods, it may be
possible to search for the AQN-passage signatures also
in the large volumes of existing historical data from net-
works of seismometers [56].
Finally, while an AQN itself is only R ' 10−5 cm
in size, nevertheless, it may leave larger and noticeable
cracks along its path in solids as instantaneous defect
creation and temperature increase occur on a cm scale
according to (23). The cracks could be sufficiently large
to be observed. A search for AQN annihilation tracks
could also be performed in old rocks and Antarctic ice.
VI. CONCLUSION
The main results of the present work can be summa-
rized as follows:
1. We argue that the mysterious explosion which
occurred on July 31st 2008 and which was properly
recorded by the dedicated Elginfield Infrasound Array
[43, 44] might be a good candidate supporting our iden-
tification (1) between mysterious skyquakes and the AQN
annihilation events;
2. Our proposal successfully passed a number of consis-
tency checks (such as non-observation of a signal in the
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visible, which normally accompanies conventional mete-
oroids) as discussed at the end of Section IV;
3. Our basic estimates for the overpressure (29) and the
frequency (30) are amazingly close to the signal recorded
by ELFO. One should emphasize that our estimates were
based on parameters of the AQN model which were fixed
long ago for completely different purposes in very dif-
ferent occurrences in drastically different environment as
reviewed in Section II. By no means we fitted our pa-
rameters to accommodate the observed ELFO mysteri-
ous signal;
4. We propose a detection strategy to search for a sig-
nal by using Distributed Acoustic Sensing as discussed in
Section V. Specific signals from AQN passage may also
be detected with a variety of alternative techniques, for
instance, with an existing network of seismic stations (or
even by analyzing the already existing data).
The estimates are based on the AQN model. Why
should one take this model seriously? A simple answer is
as follows. Originally, this model was invented to explain
the observed relation ΩDM ∼ Ωvisible where the “baryoge-
nesis” framework is replaced with a “charge-separation”
paradigm, as reviewed in the Introduction. This model
is shown to be consistent with all available cosmologi-
cal, astrophysical, satellite and ground-based constraints,
where AQNs could leave a detectable electromagnetic sig-
nature as reviewed in the Introduction, with one and the
same set of parameters. Furthermore, it has been also
shown that the AQNs could be formed and could survive
the early Universe’s unfriendly environment. Therefore,
the AQNs are entitled to serve as the DM candidates by
all standards. Finally, the same AQN framework may
also explain a number of other (naively unrelated) ob-
served phenomena such as excess of the galactic diffuse
emission in different frequency bands, the so-called “Pri-
mordial Lithium Puzzle”, “The Solar Corona Mystery”,
and the DAMA/LIBRA puzzling annual modulation, see
Section II for the references.
Our identification (1) between mysterious skyquakes
and the AQN annihilation events, if confirmed by future
studies, would be the first direct (non-gravitation) ev-
idence which reveals the nature of the DM, in contrast
with indirect observations mentioned above.
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Appendix A: AQN emission spectrum
The goal of this Appendix is to overview the spectral
characteristics of the AQNs as a result of annihilation
events when the nugget enters the Earth atmosphere.
The corresponding computations have been carried out
in [29] in application to the galactic environment with
a typical density of surrounding visible baryons of or-
der ngalaxy ∼ 300 cm−3 in the galactic center. We re-
view these computations with few additional elements
which must be implemented for Earth’s atmosphere when
typical density of surrounding baryons is much higher
nair ∼ 1021 cm−3.
The spectrum of nuggets at low temperatures was an-
alyzed in [29] and was found to be,
dF
dω
(ω) =
dE
dt dA dω
' 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dz
dQ
dω
(ω, z) ∼
∼ 4
45
T 3α5/2
pi
4
√
T
m
(
1 +
ω
T
)
e−ω/Th
(ω
T
)
, (A1)
where Q(ω, z) ∼ n2(z, T ) describes the emissivity per
unit volume from the electrosphere characterized by the
density n(z, T ), where z measures the distance from the
quark core of the nugget. In Eq. (A1) a complicated func-
tion h(x) can be well approximated as
h(x) =
{
17− 12 ln(x/2) x < 1,
17 + 12 ln(2) x ≥ 1. (A2)
Integrating over ω contributes a factor of T
∫
dx (1 +
x) exp(−x)h(x) ≈ 60T , giving the total surface emissiv-
ity:
Ftot =
dE
dt dA
=
∫ ∞
0
dω
dF
dω
(ω) ∼ 16
3
T 4α5/2
pi
4
√
T
m
. (A3)
Although a discussion of black-body radiation is inap-
propriate for these nuggets (for one thing, they are too
small to establish thermal equilibrium with low-energy
photons), it is still instructive to compare the form of
this surface emissivity with that of black-body radiation
FBB = σT
4:
Ftot
FBB
' 320
pi3
α5/2
4
√
T
m
. (A4)
At T = 1 eV which was an appropriate internal nugget’s
temperature for the galactic environment, the emissivity
Ftot ∼ 10−6FBB is much smaller than that for black-
body radiation. As we discuss below a typical internal
nugget’s temperature when AQN enters the atmosphere
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is of order of T = 10 keV which results in the emissivity
Ftot ∼ 10−5FBB for such high temperatures.
A typical internal temperature of the nuggets can be
estimated from the condition the radiative output of
equation (A3) must balanced the flux of energy onto the
nugget due to the annihilation events. In this case we
may write,
(4piR2)
16
3
T 4α5/2
pi
4
√
T
m
' κ(piR2)2 GeVnairvAQN, (A5)
where the left hand side accounts for the total energy
radiation from the nuggets’ surface per unit time, while
the right hand side accounts for the rate of annihilation
events when each successful annihilation event of a single
baryon charge produces ∼ 2mpc2 ' 2 GeV energy. In
Eq. (A5) we assume that the nugget is characterized by
the geometrical cross section piR2 when it propagates in
environment with local density nair with velocity vAQN ∼
10−3c.
The factor κ is introduced to account for the fact that
not all matter striking the nugget will annihilate and not
all of the energy released by an annihilation will be ther-
malized in the nuggets (e.g. some portion of the energy
will be released in form of the axions and neutrinos). As
such κ encodes a large number of complex processes in-
cluding the probability that not all atoms and molecules
are capable to penetrate into the colour superconducting
phase of the nugget to get annihilated. In a neutral envi-
ronment when no long range interactions exist the value
of κ cannot exceed κ ∼ 1 which would correspond to the
total annihilation of all impacting matter into to ther-
mal photons. The high probability of reflection at the
sharp quark matter surface lowers the value of κ. The
propagation of an ionized (negatively charged) nugget in
a highly ionized plasma will increases the effective cross
section, and therefore value of κ as discussed in [33] in
application to the solar corona heating problem.
Assuming that κ ' 1 one can estimate a typical inter-
nal nugget’s temperature in the Earth atmosphere:
T ∼ 40 keV ·
( nair
1021 cm−3
) 4
17
κ
4
17 . (A6)
Thus, in the air T ∼ 40 KeV, inside solids T ∼ 200
KeV. There are few additional elements which should be
taken into account for Earth’s atmosphere in comparison
with original computations [29, 30] applied to very di-
lute galactic environment with much lower temperatures
T ' 1eV. These effects do not modify the basic scale
(A6). However, these additional elements strongly af-
fect the spectrum at the lower frequency bands. In par-
ticular the visible portion of the spectrum at ω ∼ 1eV
demonstrates a dramatic suppression. It has some pro-
found consequences for the present work as discussed in
the main body of the text. In particular, it implies that
the AQNs do not emit the visible light wth ω ∼ 1eV, in
huge contrast with conventional meteors and meteorites
which are normally characterized by strong emission in
the visible frequency bands through sputtering and abla-
tion [38–40].
We start our analysis on additional elements to be im-
plemented with the plasma frequency ωp which charac-
terizes the propagation of photons in the ionized plasma,
which represents the electrosphere for our AQN system.
The ωp can be thought as an effective mass for pho-
ton: only photons with the energy larger than this mass
can propagate outside of the system, while photons with
ω < ωp can only propagate for a short time/distance
∼ ω−1p before they get absorbed by the plasma. For our
estimates we shall use a conventional non-relativistic ex-
pression for ωp:
ω2p(z, T ) =
4piαn(z, T )
m
, (A7)
where the positron density n(z, T ) in electrosphere in the
nonrelativistic mean-field approximation has been com-
puted in [29, 30]:
n(z, T ) ' T
2piα
· 1
(z + z¯)2
,
1
z¯
'
√
2piαm
4
√
T
m
, (A8)
where z¯ is a constant of integration being determined by
appropriate boundary condition deep inside the nugget’s
core. Important implication of the plasma frequency
ωp(z, T ) is that the very dense regions in electrosphere
essentially do not emit the photons with ω <∼ ωp(z, T ).
There is another effect which further suppresses the
emission of low energy photons. It is related to the ion-
ization processes when the AQN assumes a sufficiently
large negative charge due to the T 6= 0 as estimated above
(A6). Essentially it affects all loosely bound positrons
which will be completely stripped off by high tempera-
ture, while more strongly bound positrons will be less
affected by the same temperature. The corresponding
effect leads to very strong suppression of low energy pho-
tons with ω  T as loosely bound positrons represent
the main source of low frequency photons.
Both these effects have been implemented in Eq. (A1)
by performing numerical computation of the integral∫
dz over electrosphere region with corresponding mod-
ifications of the positron density n(z, T ) and inserting
ωp(z, T ) as discussed above. We present the correspond-
ing results for these numerical studies on Fig.4 for T = 10
keV and T = 50 keV. These values for the temperature
essentially cover the most relevant window (A6) for the
present analysis which dealt with AQN emission in at-
mosphere.
Few comments are in order. First of all, as one can
see from Fig.4 the spectrum is almost flat in the re-
gion ω <∼ T which is the direct manifestation of the well
known soft photon theorem when the emission of the pho-
ton with frequency ω is proportional to dω/ω. For large
ω  T the exponential suppression exp(−ω/T ) becomes
the most important element of the spectrum. The emis-
sion is strongly suppressed at very small ω ' ωp  T .
The strong suppression of the spectrum with ω  T
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FIG. 4. The spectral surface emissivity of a nugget with the
suppression effects at ω  T as discussed in this Appendix.
The top plot corresponds to T = 10 keV while the bottom
plot corresponds to T = 50 keV.
has profound phenomenologically consequences: drastic
intensity drop at small ω  T implies that that the lu-
minosity of the visible light from AQN with ω ∼ (1−10)
eV is strongly suppressed in comparison with X-ray emis-
sion. This strong suppression is entirely due to the two
effects mentioned above: the presence of the plasma fre-
quency in electrosphere (A7) and complete stripped off
of the loosely bound positrons. It implies that the AQNs
cannot be observed by conventional optical monitoring
as AQNs are not accompanied by emission of the visible
light. It should be contrasted with meteors and mete-
orites which are normally characterized by strong emis-
sion in the visible frequency bands through sputtering
and ablation [38–40] and routinely observed by all-sky
cameras.
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